It adjusts the facts and principles open to finite reason in their proper order of solution, but its philosophy looks beyond mere isolated facts for a more comprehensive reason for that adjustment.
Suppose two students in science together trace physiologically the history of animated nature as it descends from man down to the lowest order of animal life, until it is lost in its undefined blending into the vegetable kingdom.
One of them with the cry of "Eureka," "I have found it," attempts to demonstrate that from the earth at the point of union between the animal and vegetable kingdom, spring spontaneously both of those series. And as we know that in the world's history these productions have been in regular progressive series from the lower to the higher, so man has been a production of that series from the earth's spontaneous birth.
But, says the other, admitting all this to be true, who told you all this? With what light and by what power did you discover your noble progenitors? When, how, and where did you receive into your insecto-animal nature, this power of reasoning so logically ? "Science (says the first) is 'to know,' and as we do not know, we have nothing to do with that we cannot understand." "Science calls on us for facts which we can demonstrate, and she will know nothing beyond the exact record." "In animated nature we reason by analogy, but the likeness must be within our experience, as we have no standard higher than we are acquainted with."
In the world of inanimate matter we take a substance and by analogy we classify it, by analysis (taking it apart) and by synthesis (putting it together) we know its constituents.
Thus science obtains its exact results, nor deals with ought beside. It is not the design of this paper to discuss any particular theory advanced by any one, but the object sought is the true system of examination.
[Oct'r, in a former paper which I had the honor to read before the Academy, it was assumed that faith (in its secular sense) is necessary at every step we take in scientific investigation. Also as a natural inference from the nature of science as there stated, the full and complete development of any science can never be attained by human intellect.
The denial to the records of science of that mysterious and to us incomprehensible substratum on which it must ever rely for material with which to construct its philosophy, is the grand error into which the empirical reasoner falls. It is a natural error.
For it does not comport with the proud heart of man to remind him that he is a very atom in the vast universe of nature. But still that hand, whose authenticity is denied because, forsooth, its laws of motion cannot be measured, weighed, computed, or even conceived of as an element of power.
In regard to the limit of human investigation, it is only necessary for us to settle clearly in our minds what science is. In the paper before alluded to, it was assumed to be the discovery of laws in nature that by their harmonious relation to each other, and taken in their natural grouping as a whole, gave a partial solution, or philosophy of action. In order to understand the extent of any science it is only necessary to fix in the mind the extent and nature of the things to be considered, and the manner in which the knowledge sought is to be obtained.
We look forth upon the world and system of worlds, and discover how complex and still how perfect are all the constituents and movements, and we feel gratified if we can but grasp the simple outline of laws that their movement presents.
We come down to more tangible objects, and take in our hand comparatively an atom of matter, and we find it just as wonderful in its construction. Sight blurs at the last receding disclosure of perfection, and we seize the microscope and again open another field of beauty, harmony, and perfection, and conclude that its laws of construction are infinite. That "all are parts of one stupendous whole," whose Maker stamped them with his own infinite perfection. In order to see both extent and manner of scientific groupings of laws let us briefly examine mathematics, the most perfect, and music, the most pleasing of all sciences. The minor scaTe simply places the first semitone between the 2d and 3d, and changes the semitone between the 7th and 8tli in the descending scale from that to the 6th and 7th.
All the music with which we are acquainted is executed according to this scale. That is, this scale represents the succession of notes that our ears are accustomed to, and it is not too much to affirm that it is as much a demonstration of progress as the enlightenment, civilization and refinement that has accompanied it.
It is the only scale giving to melody and harmony a tonic and dominant, the only foundation on which melody This is the true meaning of the vocal adaptation of music to poetry. Poetry vitalized, or simply a higher order of elocution than lies in the power of language, in its common use, to attain.
Let any elocutionist repeat the poetry of "home, sweet home," and by considering his hand at rest as the keynote, and in his gestures, that hand will write the music.
The European scale then will be considered as embracing all of the higher principles of melody and harmony, and as such, the system embodies all there is of the science as it is now understood.
From the fact that music is written on lines and spaces representing a regular succession of degrees, it is supposed by many that these are regular mathematical distances, and that thus far at least, music is reduced to a perfect science, inasmuch as sounds graduated by these distances produce melody, and two or more sounds according to the same scale, produce harmony. 
